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One way of using a computer algebra system to do research in finite geometry is to use
the system to construct “small” order examples of various constructions, and then hope
to recognize a pattern that can be generalized and eventually proven. Of course, initially
one does not know if the “small” order examples exist. However, if one has sufficiently
good insight concerning where to look and a reasonably good “starter”, the computer
algebra system will often find these examples quite expeditiously. Once found the system
can then be used to analyze the constructs. Brute-force searching, on the other hand,
is typically foolhardy with such general purpose systems. These ideas will be illustrated
with two problems in finite geometry: (1) finding new translation planes by a technique
called “nesting”, and (2) finding large collections of pairwise disjoint projective bundles
of conics.
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1. Introduction
Computers have long been used in the mathematical sciences to analyze data, solve
linear systems, approximate solutions to differential and integral equations, and basi-
cally “crunch numbers”. More recently, computational algebra systems such as CAYLEY
(Bosma and Cannon, 1993) and GAP (Scho¨nert, 1992), have been developed that enable
the practicing algebraist or combinatorialist to shift the drudgery of many computa-
tions to the machine. Computers have also been used to search for various combinatorial
objects, but computer algebra systems tend to be too general to be very effective at
brute-force searching.
The approach discussed in this paper is somewhat different. Namely, we discuss how
the machine can be used to help discover mathematics, particularly in the arena of finite
geometry. The computer algebra system is used to construct “small” order examples and
carefully analyze these examples. One then tries to recognize some patterns that can be
generalized and hopefully proven. If proofs are not forthcoming after a suitable amount of
time, more examples are generated and new conjectures are made. Of course, this is the
way most mathematicians have worked for ages, but the introduction of the machine into
the process expedites matters considerably. It also enables the researcher to construct
much larger examples and perhaps recognize some patterns that otherwise might not
become clear. It should be noted that often one does not know if the “small” order
examples even exist. However, if one has sufficiently good insight concerning where to
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look and a “reasonably good start”, the computer algebra system will usually find these
examples quite easily (assuming they exist!). Once again it should be emphasized that
we are not advocating brute-force searching. If examples are not readily forthcoming, a
new idea is clearly called for.
2. Difficulties
The methodology described in the above section is not without some associated diffi-
culties, at least when using the computer algebra systems currently available. One of the
main difficulties involves the multitude of models one may use for a given geometrical
problem and how one freely moves back and forth between these models. For instance,
the points and circles of a Miquelian inversive plane can be represented in several differ-
ent ways, each of which has various advantages and disadvantages from the researcher’s
point of view. Thus one would like to be able to simultaneously model the problem in
several compatible ways and “easily” transform a computational result obtained in one
model into another model.
An over-riding concern in the selection of the model to be used is the underlying repre-
sentation of the associated automorphism group. All computational group theory pack-
ages are much more efficient when working with permutation groups than with matrix
groups. However, often the “natural” geometric action is most easily described in terms
of matrices. In general, there is no simple answer to the question of which is the “best”
model for a given geometrical problem. Moreover, sorting out the various geometrical
correspondences that routinely arise, such as the Bruck correspondence (Bruck, 1969)
between the Miquelian inversive plane and a regular spread of finite projective 3-space
or the Andre´ correspondence (Andre´, 1954) between a translation plane and a spread,
makes this modeling process and the ensuing transformations even more complicated.
A second difficulty that often arises has to do with compatibility issues of various data
structures. Moving back and forth between a matrix group and the corresponding matrix
ring sometimes causes unexpected problems. Performing linear algebra over a subfield of
the defining field for a vector space is not always easily accomplished. Working with user-
defined subspaces of a given vector space has its difficulties as well. It should be mentioned
at this stage that the new system MAGMA (Bosma and Cannon, 1997; Bosma et al.,
1997) eliminates most of these compatibility problems. In particular, the “bang” operator
enables the user to move an object from one domain into another (compatible) domain.
The third difficulty that I would like to mention is the lack of hard-wired functions for
carrying out the “standard tasks” one performs in finite geometry. This is to be expected
since computer algebra systems are designed for a broad audience, and certainly finite
geometers constitute a fairly small portion of that audience. However, the new MAGMA
system does have modules for both designs and finite planes. It is hoped that a more
comprehensive finite geometry module will be developed in the coming years.
We shall now demonstrate our use of computer algebra systems by looking at two
specific examples, both of which eventually lead to some interesting theoretical develop-
ments. The software package initially used was CAYLEY, Version 3.8.3, and it was run on
a SUN 3/60 diskless mode with 12 MB of memory that was networked into a SPARC 10,
Model 30 server. The programs have now been rerun using MAGMA, Version 2.2, on a
SPARCstation 5 with 24 MB of memory.
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3. Nonclassical Projective Planes
Let Σ = PG(3, q) denote projective 3-space over the finite field GF (q). A spread of Σ
is any collection of q2 + 1 pairwise disjoint lines that necessarily partition the points of
Σ. A regulus R of Σ is any collection of q + 1 pairwise disjoint lines with the property
that any line meeting three of these lines in fact meets all q + 1 of the lines. The q + 1
transversals to R form another regulus, said to be the opposite regulus Ropp to R. It
is well known that any three pairwise disjoint lines of Σ uniquely determine a regulus
containing these three lines. A spread S of Σ is said to be regular if whenever l1, l2, l3 are
three distinct lines of S, then the unique regulus R(l1, l2, l3) determined by these three
lines is contained in S.
There is a well-known correspondence (Andre´, 1954) between the translation planes
of order q2 which are at most two-dimensional over their kernels and the spreads of Σ.
Moreover, the translation plane constructed is classical (or Desarguesian) iff the associ-
ated spread is regular. Hence to construct a non-Desarguesian translation plane of order
q2, it suffices to find a nonregular spread of Σ = PG(3, q). One way to do this is to start
with a regular spread of Σ and then “reverse” the reguli in some set of pairwise disjoint
reguli. By reversing a regulus R we simply mean replacing the lines of R by the lines of
Ropp. The translation planes associated with spreads of this type include the Hall planes
and Andre´ planes as well as many others.
We now introduce a method for constructing nonregular spreads which is a general-
ization of the above technique. We restrict ourselves to odd q. We define a nest N of
reguli in a regular spread S of Σ to be any collection of reguli in S such that each line
of S is contained in exactly zero or two reguli of N . If N is a nest containing t reguli, a
simple counting argument shows that necessarily (q + 3)/2 ≤ t ≤ 2(q − 1). If U denotes
the set of lines contained in the reguli of a t-nest N , then clearly U consists of t(q+ 1)/2
lines of S. If we can find (q + 1)/2 lines in the opposite regulus to each regulus of N
such that the resulting set V of t(q + 1)/2 lines are pairwise disjoint, then it is apparent
that V will be a partial spread of lines covering the same points as the partial spread
U . Hence replacing the lines of U by the lines of V will generate a (nonregular) spread
S ′ = (S \ U) ∪ V , which in turn will determine a (non-Desarguesian) translation plane
pi(S ′) of order q2. Consequently, rather than reversing each regulus of a nest, we are
trying to find an “opposite half-regulus” for each regulus of the nest so that the resulting
collection of lines is pairwise disjoint. Of course, two reguli of a nest may share zero, one,
or two lines.
There are two central issues here. The first is simply the existence question for nests.
The second is the replacement question; namely, given a nest N with line set U , does
there exist a replacement set V consisting of opposite half-reguli as described above?
It is presently known that replaceable t-nests exist for t = q − 1, q, q + 1 and 2(q − 1)
whenever q ≥ 5 is an odd prime power (Baker and Ebert, 1988b,a; Ebert, 1988, 1989). It
is also known that replaceable 12 (q+ 3)-nests exist for certain small values of q, although
it is not known if an infinite family of such nests exists. This is one example where the
methodology explained in Section 1 fails. Namely, we have not yet been able to “see the
pattern” for replaceable 12 (q+ 3)-nests. It should also be mentioned that nonreplaceable
t-nests have been constructed (Ebert, 1991), but it is conjectured that a t-nest will always
be replaceable if t ≤ q.
We now describe a method that will generate some new replaceable t-nests (whose
associated translation planes we believe are interesting). To construct the nests we rely
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on the well-known correspondence (Bruck, 1969) between the lines and reguli of a regular
spread S and the points and circles of a Miquelian inversive plane M(q). To model M(q),
we represent the points by the elements of the finite field GF (q2) together with the
symbol ∞. The circles of M(q) are of two types:
(i) lines of AG(2, q) extended by {∞}, where we view GF (q2) as a two-dimensional
vector space over GF (q) and use it to take the standard model for the classical
affine plane AG(2, q),
(ii) sets of the form Cγ,r =
{
z ∈ GF (q2) : (z − γ)q+1 = r}, where γ ∈ GF (q2) and
r ∈ GF (q) \ {0}.
One may think of Cγ,r as a circle with center γ and radius r. It is well known that
Aut(M(q)) ∼= PΓL(2, q2).
To explicitly define the Bruck correspondence (Bruck, 1969), let β denote a primitive
element of GF (q2) and let  = β(q+1)/2. Then 2 = w is primitive element of GF (q). Thus
each element of GF (q2) may be expressed uniquely as as x+y for some x, y ∈ GF (q). We
model the points of Σ = PG(3, q) by normalized four-dimensional vectors over GF (q),
and define lx,y = 〈(x, y, 1, 0, ), (wy, x, 0, 1)〉 for each x, y ∈ GF (q). We also define l∞ =
〈(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)〉. Then S = {lx,y : x, y ∈ GF (q)} ∪ {l∞} is a regular spread of Σ,
and the correspondence
{
x+ y↔ lx,y
∞↔ l∞
}
between the points of M(q) and the lines of
S sends circles into reguli and vice versa. We also have the surjective homomorphism
T : Aut(S)→ Aut(M(q)), whose kernel is a cyclic group of order q + 1 leaving invariant
each line of S by cyclically permuting its points.
We now describe a method for constructing a nest of circles in M(q). Start with the
“concentric” circles L = {C0,r : r ∈ GF (q) \ {0}}, which partition the points of M(q) \
{0,∞}. Let α = βq−1 and let θα : z → αz for all z ∈ GF (q2) ∪ {∞}, where we take the
usual conventions on ∞. Then it is easy to see that θα ∈ Aut(M(q)) and that θα leaves
invariant each circle C0,r of L by cyclically permuting its q + 1 points. Next let D be a
“purely secant” circle to the above set of concentric circles (such circles D always exist).
That is, we choose D to be a circle that contains neither the point 0 nor∞ and is tangent
to no circle in L. Thus D meets (q + 1)/2 circles of L in two points each and misses the
remaining circles of L. Let G denote the cyclic subgroup of Aut(M(q)) generated by θ2α,
so that o(G) = (q + 1)/2, and suppose D meets i circles of L in two points from distinct
orbits of G. Then adjoining these i circles from L to DG, the orbit of the base circle
D under G, yields a collection of 12 (q + 1) + i circles of M(q) that clearly double cover
the points incident with any of them. That is, we have constructed a t-nest of circles for
t = 12 (q + 1) + i. Of course, i depends upon the base circle D.
The advantage of working in the circle geometry M(q), rather then directly in the
regular spread S of PG(3, q), is that it is easier to construct nests in M(q), as just
demonstrated. The disadvantage is that one cannot determine if the nest is replaceable
until it is “pulled back” through the Bruck correspondence to a nest of reguli in S. The
task of determining whether “opposite half-reguli” can be found for each regulus of the
nest so that the resulting collection of lines forms a partial spread is much more easily
handled by machine than by hand (for a specific value of q). In particular CAYLEY was
used to make this determination for q = 9. We include here some MAGMA output which
accomplishes the same task. While MAGMA was not available to the author when this
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work was first carried out, it seems judicious to include MAGMA functions and code at
this point in time since MAGMA is now readily available.
We begin by computing K = GF (81), the subfield F = GF (9), and the general linear
group of 4× 4 nonsingular matrices over GF (9).
> K<bt>:=GF(81);
> F<w>:=sub<K|2>;
> GL4F:=GF(4,F);
We next find a set of base circles for our possible nests. This is accomplished by the
user-defined function Bsqpo. As shown below, four such base circles are found.
> d0st:=Bsqpo(K);
> print #d0st;
4
> print d0st;
{
{ bt^66, bt, bt^34, bt^35, bt^36, bt^69, bt^4, bt^61, bt^9, bt^75 },
{ bt^46, bt^68, bt^14, bt^39, bt^72, bt^29, bt^8, bt^52, bt^31, bt^21 },
{ bt^44, bt^56, bt^13, bt^24, bt^58, bt^37, bt^7, bt^63, bt^42, bt^76 },
{ bt^22, bt^12, bt^23, bt^3, bt^25, bt^47, bt^27, bt^38, bt^28, bt^65 }
}
We then find a permutation representation of Aut(M(9)) that is compatible with our
representation of points. This is done by the user-defined function MiqGp.
> autmq:=MiqGp(K);
> print FactoredOrder(autmq);
[<2,7>, <3,4>, <5,1>, <41,1>]
We now construct a sequence of nests from our base circles, storing just one nest for
each size generated. This is done by the user-defined function instsq. Note that nests of
size 7 (i = 2) and size 8 (i = 3) are found for q = 9, and we print a 7-nest using our
permutation representation.
> nstsq:=instsq(K,d0st);
> print #nstsq;
2
> print #nstsq[1],#nstsq[2];
8 7
> nst:=nstsq[2];
> print nst;
GSet{
{ 4, 8, 24, 30, 37, 45, 47, 55, 62, 68 },
{ 5, 13, 15, 23, 30, 36, 52, 56, 72, 78 },
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{ 5, 13, 21, 29, 37, 45, 53, 61, 69, 77 },
{ 8, 14, 21, 29, 31, 39, 46, 52, 68, 72 },
{ 4, 20, 24, 40, 46, 53, 61, 63, 71, 78 },
{ 7, 14, 20, 36, 40, 56, 62, 69, 77, 79 },
{ 7, 15, 23, 31, 39, 47, 55, 63, 71, 79 }
}
> print IsNest(nst);
true
Working with the above 7-nest of circles, we now must construct the corresponding
nest of seven reguli in the the canonical regular spread. We also construct the associated
sequence of seven opposite reguli. This is carried out by the user-defined function BrkNst.
Recall that each regulus consists of q + 1 = 10 lines in PG(3, 9), and each line consists
of ten normalized four-dimensional vectors over GF (9).
> rsq,rpsq:=BrkNst(K,F,nst);
> print #rsq,#rpsq;
7 7
As a partial verification of our work, we check that the first regulus of our nest and its
opposite regulus cover the same collection of 100 points in PG(3, 9).
> s1:=&join{l:l in rsq[1]};
> s2:=&join{l:l in rpsq[1]};
> print s1 eq s2;
true
> print #s1;
100
Now we construct the set U of (7× 10)/2 = 35 distinct lines contained in the reguli of
our 7-nest. These lines are skew and hence cover 35× 10 = 350 points of PG(3, 9).
> U:=&join{r:r in rsq};
> print #U;
35
> Upts:=&join{l:l in U};
> print #Upts;
350
Next we compute the 82− 35 = 47 lines of the canonical regular spread S that are not
in U . The user-defined function RegSpd constructs S.
> regspd:=RegSpd(F);
> print #regspd;
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82
> print U subset regspd;
true
> Omu:=regspd diff U;
> print #Omu;
47
Now we compute a generator (matrix) of the kernel of the Bruck homomorphism from
Aut(S) onto Aut(M(9)). This is done with the user-defined function BrKern. Recall that
w is a primitive element of GF (9).
> mker:=BrKern(F);
> print mker;
[w^7 w^7 0 0]
[ 1 w^7 0 0]
[ 0 0 w^7 w^7]
[ 0 0 1 w^7]
Finally, we find a replacement set V for U , and form the new (nonregular) spread S ′ =
(S \U) ∪ V . This is done with the user-defined function Replace. As further verification
of our work, we check that the 35 (skew) lines of V cover the same 350 points as do
the lines of U . We also check that the resulting spread really consists of 82 skew lines,
necessarily partitioning all the 820 points of PG(3, 9).
> V:=Replace(rsq,rpsq,mker);
> print #V;
35
> Vpts:=&join{l:l in V};
> print #Vpts;
350
> print Upts eq Vpts;
true
> spd:=Omu join V;
> print #spd;
82
> print #(&join{l:l in spd});
820
Now comes the most difficult part of the computation. Returning to the circle geometry
(where stabilizers are easily computed because of the permutation representation), we
find the set of points covered by the circles corresponding to our 7-nest. Then we take
the stabilizer of this set in Aut(M(9)). Pulling back this stabilizer to a matrix group
using the Bruck homomorphism, we get a group of order 1600. Then we must find the
subgroup leaving invariant the replacement line set V . This is the so-called “translation
complement” of the associated translation plane of order 81. It turns out that this matrix
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group has order 800 and contains the square of the generator of the Bruck kernel. The
translation complement also contains the scalar multiple of w times the identity matrix.
> s:=&join{c:c in nst};
> print #s;
35
> print s;
{ 4, 5, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 23, 24, 29, 30, 31, 36, 37, 39, 40, 45,
46, 47, 52, 53, 55, 56, 61, 62, 63, 68, 69, 71, 72, 77, 78, 79 }
> stb:=Stabilizer(autmq,s);
> print Order(stb);
20
> mstb:=PerGpMatGp(K,F,stb);
> print Order(mstb);
1600
> print Ngens(mstb);
3
> print mker in mstb;
true
> trcomp:=sub<GL4F|GL4F!1>;
> for i in [1..3] do
for> if IsInv(V,mstb.i) then
for|if> print i,"good";
for|if> trcomp:=sub<GL4F|trcomp,mstb.i>;
for|if> end if;
for> end for;
> //So none of the generators of matrix group ’mstb’ leave V invariant.
> for i in [1..3] do
for> if IsInv(V,mstb.i*mker) then
for|if> print i,"now good";
for|if> trcomp:=sub<GL4F|trcomp,mstb.i*mker>;
for|if> end if;
for> end for;
1 now good
2 now good
3 now good
> print Order(trcomp);
800
> //This shows the translation complement has index 2 in ’mstb’.
> mw:=GL4F![w,0,0,0,0,w,0,0,0,0,w,0,0,0,0,w];
> print mw;
[ w 0 0 0]
[ 0 w 0 0]
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[ 0 0 w 0]
[ 0 0 0 w]
> print mw in trcomp;
true
> print trcomp;
MatrixGroup(4, GF(3^2)) of order 800 = 2^5 * 5^2
Generators:
[w^7 w^7 0 0]
[ 2 w^3 0 0]
[ 0 0 w^3 w^7]
[ 0 0 2 w^7]
[ 0 0 w^6 w^7]
[ 0 0 1 w^6]
[w^7 w^7 0 0]
[ 1 w^7 0 0]
[ 1 w^2 0 0]
[w^3 1 0 0]
[ 0 0 1 w^2]
[ 0 0 w^3 1]
We now observe that the translation complement has a cyclic normal subgroup of order
40. This subgroup is generated by the square of the Bruck kernel generator and the scalar
multiple of w times the identity matrix.
> ncp:=sub<trcomp|mker^2,mw>;
> print IsNormal(trcomp,ncp);
true
> print IsCyclic(ncp);
true
> print Order(ncp);
40
Forming the quotient group of the translation complement by this cyclic normal sub-
group, we obtain a group of order 20 that is a semidirect product of a cyclic group of
order five by a Klein 4-group.
> trmodn:=trcomp/ncp;
> print Order(trmodn);
20
> syl2:=Sylow(trmodn,2);
> syl5:=Sylow(trmodn,5);
> print IsNormal(trmodn,syl5);
true
> print IsNormal(trmodn,syl2);
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false
> print IsCyclic(syl2);
false
The user-defined function SpdMatGpAct computes the induced action of the transla-
tion complement (a matrix group) on the lines of our spread S ′ (as a permutation group).
The resulting collineation group of PG(3, 9) leaving S ′ invariant has order 100 since the
nonzero GF (9)-scalar multiples of the identity matrix all induce the identity collineation
on PG(3, 9).
> autspd:=SpdMatGpAct(spd,trcomp);
> print Order(autspd);
100
Computing the orbits on the lines of the spread is equivalent to computing the orbits on
the line at infinity of our translation plane. We obtain one orbit of size 2, one orbit of
size 5, three orbits of size 10, one orbit of size 20, and one oribt of size 25 on the 82 lines
of S ′.
> spdorbs:=Orbits(autspd);
> print #spdorbs;
7
> for o in spdorbs do
for> print #o;
for> end for;
2
20
25
10
10
10
5
As a final computation, we determine the structure of the automorphism group of the
spread. We obtain a semidirect product of an elementary Abelian group of order 25 by
a Klein 4-group.
> psyl5:=Sylow(autspd,5);
> psyl2:=Sylow(autspd,2);
> print IsNormal(autspd,psyl5);
true
> print IsNormal(autspd,psyl2);
false
>print IsElementaryAbelian(psyl2);
true
> print IsElementaryAbelian(psyl5);
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true
> Cuptime();
16.89
The total CPU time required for all the above computaions was less than 17 s. Copies
of the MAGMA functions used in this section (or the one that follows) may be obtained
from the author by writing to ebert@math.udel.edu.
Inspired by these results for q = 9, we made similar runs for other “small” values
of q and various base circles D. Everytime the ( 12 (q + 1) + i)-nest of reguli turned out
to be replaceable and the resulting spread had an automorphism group similar to the
one for q = 9. The orbit structure on the lines of the spread seemed to depend upon
the parity of q and the base circle. Eventually patterns were recognized and careful
coordinatization arguments were developed for the following theorems (proofs of which
may be found in Baker and Ebert, 1996). In the second theorem, b is an element of GF (q)
that parametrizes a certain family of base circles D = Db.
Theorem 3.1. Let q ≥ 5 be an odd prime power. Let U denote the line set of a ( 12 (q +
1) + i)-nest as described above. Then a replacement partial spread V for U always exists.
The resulting spread yields a non-Desarguesian translation plane of order q2.
Theorem 3.2. Let q ≥ 5 be an odd prime power, and let S ′ be the spread obtained by
replacing the lines of a ( 12 (q + 1) + i)-nest as described above. Then Aut (S ′) contains a
subgroup isomorphic to (Z 1
2 (q+1)
×Z 1
2 (q+1)
)><K4. Moreover, this subgroup partitions S ′
into the following orbits:
(i) one orbit of size 2, one orbit of size 12 (q + 1),
1
4 (q − 5) + i orbits of size q + 1,
1
4 (q− 1)− 12 i orbits of size 2(q+ 1), and one orbit of size 14 (q+ 1)2 whenever q ≡ 1
(mod 4) and b is a nonzero square in GF (q),
(ii) one orbit of size 2, one orbit of size 12 (q + 1),
1
4 (q − 1) + i orbits of size q + 1,
1
4 (q− 1)− 12 (i+ 1) orbits of size 2(q+ 1), and one orbit of size 14 (q+ 1)2 whenever
q ≡ 1 (mod 4) and b is a nonsquare of GF (q),
(iii) one orbit of size 2, two orbits of size 12 (q + 1),
1
4 (q + 1) + i− 2 orbits of size q + 1,
1
4 (q+ 1)− 12 (i+ 1) orbits of size 2(q+ 1), and one orbit of size 14 (q+ 1)2 whenever
q ≡ 3 (mod 4) and b is a nonzero square in GF (q),
(iv) one orbit of size 2, two orbits of size 12 (q + 1),
1
4 (q − 3) + i orbits of size q + 1,
1
4 (q− 3)− 12 i orbits of size 2(q+ 1), and one orbit of size 14 (q+ 1)2 whenever q ≡ 3
(mod 4) and b is a nonsquare in GF (q).
Theorem 3.3. Let pi = pi(S ′) denote the translation plane of order q2 corresponding to
a spread S ′ obtained as in Theorem 3.2. Then the translation complement of pi contains a
solvable group G of order (q−1)(q+1)2 with a normal cyclic subgroup N of order (q2−1)/2
such that G/N is isomorphic to Z 1
2 (q+1)
><K4. Moreover, G contains a subgroup which
is a direct product of two cyclic homology groups of order (q + 1)/2 with affine axes.
It should be mentioned that the isomorphism question for the infinite family of two-
dimensional translation planes described above has not yet been sorted out. That is, for
a given odd prime power q ≥ 5, there are typically several nonisomorphic planes of order
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q2 that can be generated as described in Theorem 3.1. Some reasonable bounds have
been determined on the size (as a function of q) of the nest that can be generated as
described in this section.
4. Partitioning the Conics of PG(2, q)
Let pi0 = PG(2, q) denote the Desarguesian projective plane coordinatized by the finite
field GF (q) for any prime power q. It is well known that there are q5− q2 nondegenerate
conics in pi0. Moreover, it is not hard to find (see Jungnickel and Vedder, 1984, for
instance) a collection of q2 + q + 1 nondegenerate conics in pi0 that pairwise meet in
exactly one point, and hence form another projective plane of order q (with “lines” given
by the conics in this collection). Such a collection of conics we thus call a projective
bundle. An interesting question is whether the q5− q2 nondegenerate conics of pi0 can be
partitioned into q3 − q2 projective bundles.
In attempting to answer this question one must first discuss various ways of construct-
ing projective bundles. One way to do this is to embed pi0 into pi = PG(2, q3), and let σ
denote the planar collineation of order 3 acting on pi that leaves pi0 pointwise fixed. Let P
be any point of pi \pi0 such that P, Pσ and Pσ2 form a noncollinear triple of points (such
points P exist). It turns out (see Veblen and Young, 1910 for the classical analogue) that
there are exactly q2+q+1 conics through P, Pσ and Pσ
2
that meet pi0 in a nondegenerate
conic, and these conics induce a projective bundle of pi0. When q is odd, it is also the
case that the “real” conics (conics of pi meeting pi0 in a nondegenerate conic) tangent
to the sides of 4PPσPσ2 induce a projective bundle, as do the “real” conics that have
4PPσPσ2 as a self-polar triangle. We call these types of projective bundles type I, II
and III, respectively. These are the only known types of projective bundles.
We now restrict ourselves to odd q and first attempt to partition the conics of pi0 into
projective bundles of a single type, say type I. Let l be a line of pi through P that meets
pi0 in a single point, say R (such lines l exist). Perhaps an orbit of the type I projective
bundle determined by P, Pσ and Pσ
2
under some subgroup of PGL(3, q) that leaves l
invariant will produce a “large” number of pairwise disjoint bundles. We would naturally
call such a collection of projective bundles collinear.
The following MAGMA output attempts to find a large collinear set of pairwise disjoint
projective bundles in PG(2, 3). The original CAYLEY output is not included.
First we define K = GF (27), its subfield F = GF (3), and a three-dimensional vector
space over K. Then we define PGL(3, 27) and a mapping from the support of this per-
mutation group onto the left-normalized vectors of our vector space, thereby uniquely
representing the points of pi = PG(2, 27). The RandomSchreier command makes compu-
tations more efficient in the permutation group PGL(3, 27).
> K<bt>:=GF(27);
> F<w>:=sub<K|1>;
> Pgl,Pg:=PGL(3,K);
> vs:=Parent(Rep(Pg));
> print #Pg;
757
> RandomSchreier(Pgl);
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Next we choose a point (vector) P of pi whose orbit under the Frobenius collineation
σ (planar collineation of order three) is a triangle T .
> v0:=vs![1,bt^2,bt];
> vq:=vs![v0[1],v0[2]^3,v0[3]^3];
> vqq:=vs![vq[1],vq[2]^3,vq[3]^3];
> print IsLinear(v0,vq,vqq);
false
Now we compute the subplane pi0 = PG(2, 3), both in (normalized) vector form and
in permutation form.
> Pg0:={vs![0,0,1]} join {vs![0,1,z]:z in F} join {vs![1,y,z]:y,z in F};
> pPg0:={Position(Pg,x):x in Pg0};
> print #pPg0;
13
> print pPg0;
{ 1, 2, 3, 47, 194, 199, 200, 268, 371, 372, 397, 569, 741 }
The user-defined command vBundle below constructs a projective bundle of type I
through the vertices of the triangle T . Recall that the q2 + q + 1 = 13 members of the
projective bundle are conics, each consisting of q + 1 = 4 normalized vectors. We check
that the 13 conics pairwise meet in one point. We then take a permutation representation
for the bundle.
> bun0:=vBundle(v0,Pg0);
> print IsPwTouching(bun0);
true
> pbun0:={{Position(Pg,x):x in c}:c in bun0};
> print #pbun0;
13
> print pbun0;
{
{ 2, 3, 47, 268 },
{ 194, 199, 200, 268 },
{ 3, 194, 371, 372 },
{ 2, 199, 372, 569 },
{ 1, 3, 199, 397 },
{ 1, 47, 200, 372 },
{ 47, 194, 397, 569 },
{ 268, 372, 397, 741 },
{ 47, 199, 371, 741 },
{ 3, 200, 569, 741 },
{ 1, 268, 371, 569 },
{ 1, 2, 194, 741 },
{ 2, 200, 371, 397 }
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}
We now construct a line l of pi through the vertex P = v0 of the triangle T which meets
pi0 in one point. This line is constructed in both vector form and permutation form.
> v1:=vs![0,1,0];
> l0:={Normalize(v0)} join {Normalize(v1+k*v0):k in K};
> print l0 meet Pg0;
{
( 0 1 0)
}
> pl0:={Position(Pg,x):x in l0};
> print pl0;
{ 2, 55, 72, 91, 122, 145, 149, 155, 169, 170, 231, 271, 280, 282, 287,
326, 339, 367, 410, 432, 501, 513, 531, 539, 573, 576, 605, 724 }
Using our permutation representation, we can efficiently compute the stabilizer of our
subplane pi0. This is isomorphic to PGL(3, 3). Then we compute the stabilizer G of the
above line l in this smaller permutation group. The hope is that the orbit of our base
projective bundle under G will be a collinear set of disjoint bundles. Note that the order
of G is 18, the exact number of projective bundles needed to partition all the conics of
pi0. Unfortunately, as shown below, the bundles in this orbit are not mutually disjoint
and hence some conics get repeated.
> pgl:=Stabilizer(Pgl,pPg0);
> print FactoredOrder(pgl);
[ <2,4>, <3,3>, <13,1> ]
> G:=Stabilizer(pgl,pl0);
> print Order(G);
18
> pbunsq:=pbun0^G;
> print #pbunsq;
18
> print IsPwDisjoint(pbunsq);
false
Giving up on partitioning all the conics of pi0, we work with a smaller group. As a
reasonable choice, we try a Sylow 3-subgroup H of G, whose order is nine. This time the
orbit of our projective bundle under H is a (collinear) set of mutually disjoint bundles,
partitioning exactly half the conics in pi0.
> H:=Sylow(G,3);
> print Order(H);
9
> pbunfam:=pbun0^H;
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> print #pbunfam;
9
> print IsPwDisjoint(pbunfam);
true
> Cuptime();
7.059
After further experimentation (using CAYLEY) for q = 3, we were able to find
nine pairwise disjoint projective bundles of type II and the same number of type III.
However, we were unable to find a scheme that partitioned more than half the nondegen-
erate conics of PG(2, 3) into projective bundles. We thus ignored our own advice from the
first section and attempted a brute-force search using CAYLEY. We modeled the problem
as a graph with the known projective bundles as vertices and two vertices being adjacent
iff the corresponding bundles were disjoint. We then asked CAYLEY to find a maximum
clique in this graph on 432 vertices. That is, we were looking for the largest possible
collection (not necessarily collinear) of pairwise disjoint projective bundles (among the
known types) in PG(2, 3). After running for about one week, the program terminated
having found a maximum clique of size 10. The corresponding collection of bundles con-
sisted of one type I, three type II, and six type III projective bundles. This clearly was
not a very profitable use of the computer.
However, after looking at the collinear collections of nine disjoint projective bundles
for q = 3 in greater detail, we were eventually able to coordinatize properly and write a
general argument for partitioning half the conics in PG(2, q) for any odd prime power q.
A proof of the following result may be found in Baker et al. (1994).
Theorem 4.1. Let q be any odd prime power. Then there is a collection of q2(q − 1)/2
pairwise disjoint projective bundles in PG(2, q) partitioning half the nondegenerate conics
of the plane. Moreover, this collection consists of (q − 1)/2 orbits under a certain Sylow
subgroup of order q2.
It should be noted that we have not been able to make much progress on this problem
for q even. One major difficulty (for q even or odd) is that we have not been able to
generate interesting examples using CAYLEY (or MAGMA, for that matter) for anything
but the smallest values of q. The space and time limitations of the associated computing
seem to be overwhelming at this stage. Nonetheless, using the graph clique-finder in
MAGMA, we recently found 30 mutually disjoint projective bundles in PG(2, 4) and
hence were able to partition over half the conics of PG(2, 4) into projective bundles.
This computation surprisingly took only a few minutes. However, no general partitioning
results of any significance for q even have yet emerged.
5. Conclusion
We have tried to illustrate with the examples from Sections 3 and 4 how a computer
algebra system such as CAYLEY (and now MAGMA) can be used to help discover new
mathematics. It seems somewhat unlikely that a result such as Theorem 3.2 would ever
be discovered without first seeing the computer-generated examples for several “small”
values of q. Moreover, the birth of general existence results such as Theorems 3.1 and 3.3
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was made much less painful by the computer assurances that it could be done over small
fields. We hope that more mathematicians will begin using computer algebra systems
not only to analyze various structures and search for explicit examples, but actually to
help them see new patterns and discover new results in their respective research areas.
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